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All ICuban Backedl Terrorism Since 1960

Was Under National Security Council Control
June 9 (NSIPS) - Since 1960, all so-called Cuban-backed
terrorism in North America and Western Europe has been
directed by the U.S. National Security Council (NSC). From
the establishment of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee
(FPCC) in 1960 to the activity of today's Puerto Rican
Socialist Party-July 4th Coalition-People's Bicentennial
Commission terrorist network under the control of Marcus
Raskin's Institute for Policy Studies, the NSC has conducted,
a vast penetration and espionage operation against the
Cuban government. This 16-year operation has been essential
to the NSC for providing a "Cuban cover" for its own
terrorist activity.
In the process, the NSC through its Institute for Policy
Studies, has also established effective control of the U.S. zone
of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party (PSP), and is at this time
attempting to extend that control to the PSP's island opera
tions using such Institute-controlled countergangs as the
Weatherman terrorists, the Venceremos Brigade and the
Puerto Rican Solidarity Committee as well as NSC
operatives in the PSP including Roberta Salper. Ramon
Arbona. Florencio Merced and Alfredo Lopez. The NSC's
Cuban operation was also crucial in the takeover of many
existing left groups in North and South America and Western
Europe. and in the creation of the synthetic Maoist counter
gangs of the American "New Left."
The Labor Committees are able to establish that the Na
tional Security Council's vast FPCC-Institute for Policy
Studies network is responsible for almost every terrorist
action in North America and Western Europe since 1960
and that this same network will be responsible for planned
nuclear terrorist incidents on July 4 if it is not dismantled
beforehand.
-

FPCC.Rocky's Steering Committee
By 1960. the Cuban Revolution represented both a top
target of NSC anti-communist planners as well as an op
portunity for the NSC to gain a credible cover for its synthetic
left gangs. The success of the Cuban Revolution had
tremendously impressed left layers internationally. and it
was a shoo-in for the NSC to order many of its already in
place agents to visit Cuba and begin loudly touting the
"Cuban Model." Much of the European left's top agents
made the pilgrimage including French existentialist Jean
Paul Sartre. K.S. Karol. Regis Debray. Rene DUmeont.
Andre Gorz. and the British-based Tariq Ali and Robin
Blackburn. At the same time. it was necessary for the NSC to
ensure that the actual Cuban revolutionary process was
sabotaged and isolated.
To answer both these needs. the NSC created the Fair Play
for Cuba Committee. Founded in 1960. the FPCC' public goal
was to prevent Castro from "going communist." According
to FPCC executive member Lyle Stuart. "Unless the U.S.
gave Fidel an alternative. he would be forced to accept the
support of Soviet Bloc countries." The FPCC propagandized
that the U.S. should recognize Cuba and see "Castroism" as
"nationalist and democratic". and it arranged trips to Cuba

to this end. Not coincidently, the demand for the recognition
of Cuba was also being pushed at the time by top NSC opera
tive Marcus Raskin. Later to work for the NSC publicly and then to "leave" the NSC to set up the Institute for Policy
Studies - Raskin was then head of the "Liberal Project," an
early NSC covert operation to maintain control of the U.S.
Congress which was run out of Rep. Kastenmeir's (D-Wisc)
office.
Despite its anti-communist credentials. the FPCC kept its
left front enough to provide a left cover for presidential
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, who was "laundered" through
the FPCC in New Orleans in 1963.
The FPCC's initial exec utive committee clarifies who
bankrolled the operation:
* Waldo Frank - "honorary chairman" of the FPCC ac
tivities. During World War II Fr ank toured Latin America to
brief governments on U.S. war policies under the personel
direction of Nelson Rockefeller. then coordinator for Inter
American Affairs.
* Lyle Stuart - a former wartime correspondent for the
International News Service and scriptwriter for the CIA front
Voice of America. Turned to publishing MAD magazine,
Women's Wear Daily. pornography and the writings of
"peaceniks Sidney Lens and Dave Dellinger. His subsequent
publications include the "anarchist Cookbook," a terrorist
manual for making bombs. and the "How to Commit
Revolution. American Style" by John Rossen and Jeremy
Rifkin of the Institute for Policy Studies terrorist Peoples'
Bicentennial Commission (PBC).
* John Rossen - former, chairman of the Chicago FPCC
and new co-coordinator for the Washington PBC. Long part
of the Institute's network, Rossen's activities have ranged
from the engineered disruption of the 1968 Democratic
Convention to the 1969 Weathermen riot in Chicago.
* Sidney Lens - a long-time State Department socialist.
whose real name is Sidney Okun of the Okun-Oakes family of
the New York Times. An Institute fellow. Lens was on the
editorial boards of "studies on the left." a "left counter
insurgent journal. and of Liberation Magazine. a pacifist
journal that David Dellinger also on the FPCC, wrote for
Lens. Dellinger will be participating at the PBC demon
stration in Washington D.C.
* Victor Rabinowitz - of the Rabinowitz Family Foun
dation which funds Institute for Policy Studies projects and
practically every counterinsurgent left cover operation along
with the Stem Family Fund. Rabinowitz was one of the
founding members of the FPCC.

Phase Two
During the second half of the 1960's - after the collapse of
both the FPCC and the CIA's Bay of Pigs invasion. and as the
NSC-Institutes' "New Left" operation was getting into high
gear - the Cuban route became a major method of laun
dering agents. Utilizing the just formed Venceramos
Brigade. several Institute operatives including Saul Landau.
Bo Burlingham Weatherman. Maoist Mike Klonsky and
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Roberta Salper began in 1969 to set up trips to Cuba for "New
Left" recruits - many of whom would end up as today's
terrorists. The second feature of the operation was to take
over the pro-working class apparatus of the PSP and tum it
terrorist - an indesensible pre-condition for implicating the
Cubans in terrorism.
The career of Roberta Salper ties together both these
features. Once she had established her credibility among
Latin leftists through several trips to Cuba, Salper im
mediately moved the PSP's U.S. network. First, she
established a relationship with PSPer Florencio Merced - a
leading proponent, along with Ramon Arbona, of terrorist
activity. In early 1972 Arbona and Merced began the suc
cessful takeover of Claridad the organ of the PSP in New
York. Arbona became editor in chief, while another key
Salper contact Alfredo Lopez, became managing editor.
Lopez is currently the chief PSP organizer for the July 4th
Coalition demonstration in Philadelphia. Salper took up as
General Manager of Claridad. By propagating through
Claridad that terrorism is a legitimat� political option, Ar
bona, Salper and Cu. began a process of linking up the
"Puerto Rican struggle for Independence" with the entire
spectrum of Institute Countergangs.
Under an umbrella organization, the Puerto Rican
Solidarity Committee, every countergang from the Hard
Times-july 4th Coalition to the Communist Party's Angela
Davis faction has since j.oined hands with the PSP's drive for
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"independence for Puerto Rico." The leaders of the
Solidarity Committee are identical with the FPCC: David
Dellinger and Arthur Kinoy of the National Lawyers Guild,
also a member of the FPCC.
Salper's "inside job" within the PSP has been matched by
an "outside job" coordinated for the Institute by Saul Lan
dau, one of the creators of the Venceremos Brigade. From
1969 to now. over 2000 people have gone through the Ven
ceremos Brigade to cut Cuban sugar cane for a several week
period. The Brigade acts as a selection process for the
recruitment and brainwashing of terrorists. The record
speaks for itself: practically every veteran of the Brigade
either has gone into the Weathermen or its above ground
support group, or, to help Salper in the U.S. zone of the PSP.
1969 Brigaders Alice and Simon Berger, and Jose La Luz now
are in the PSP's New England Regional Executive; Jeff
Perry is on the New Jersey Regional Executive. Bernadine
Dorhn, Gerald Long, Jeff Sokolow and Julie Nichamin are
only a few of the notable Weather Underground terrorists
who went the Cuban route.
A wave of terrorism has hit Puerto Rico recently as part of
the Institute for Policy Studies-NSC's buildup for a terrorist
disruption of the "RambouiIlet II" economic summit to be
held on the Island June 27. The PSP has announced its in
tention of conducting a demonstration outside the meeting.
These incidents are to act as a preliminary for a major
terrorist atrocity ordered by the NSC for July 4. This whole
network must be dismantled before that time.
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